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AN ANALYSIS OF THE DISSIPATION OF HEAT IN CONDITIONS OF ICING FROM A SECTION
OF THE WING OF THE C-46 AIRPLANE

By J. K. H=D*

(staff Member, Royal Aircraft Establishment)

SUMMARY

A method is ~“cen for calculating the tempemture that a
surface, heated in&na[ly by ah, will a8sume in 8peei~ed con-
ditions of icing. Zle method can be applied generally to pre-
did the performance, under condition.8of icing, OJthe thermal
sy8tetnfor protating airera~. Calculaiiona hare been made
for a 8ection cf the mungof the (?+6 airplane, and the resulti
agree clo8ely uith the temperatures measured. l%e limit of
protection, when the temperature of the eurjhce reach~ W“ F,
k been predicted for the leading edge. The temperature of
the surface in condition8 of icing un”thair at 0° F ako ha8 been
cakulated. T%e e$eet of kinetic heating and the ej%ct of the
concentration qf free uw&r and .w”zeof droplet in the cloud are
demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

It has been established, by extensive testing in flight., that
it is practicable by means of heat to protect aircraft against
ice. It is the object now to establish a method by which the
syskn of protection can be designed both vcith accuracy
and with economy of means to meet specified conditions of
icing.

The performance of the heated wing of the (246 airplane
(reference 1), in conditions of icing, has been amdyzed. The
object of the analysis vias to find if the temperature of the
surfaces of the wing could be predicted by caIcuMion and,
if this was successful, to find the limiting conditions of icing
which the particular design will withstand, and to suggest
how the design might be improved. The primary object
has been reakwd, since, as will be shown, the temperature
of the surface can be predicted with considerable exactitude.

The method of calculating the dissipation of heat, both
by convection and by evaporation, from a heated surfice
exposed to conditions of icing is given in reference 2. The
method was appLiedto calculate the minimum rata of heat-
ing required to pre~ent the formation of ice, and h restiti
were compared with the rate actually found by experiment
to be necessary. These experiments were made in a wind
tunnel witk smaH airfoils and cylinders; these were heated
ekctrically so that both the rate of heating and the distri-
bution of heat were known accurately. The more Mllctit
case of the air-heated wing, in vdich the distribution of heat

is uncontroued once the dwign is fked, is a subject of recent
tests on a modeI scaIe. An analysis of these tests is given
in reference 3. The tests show that the temperature of the
heated surface can be predicted closely by caIcdation.

The faike to apply the method of amdysis earlier to the
heated surfaces of an airplane, in tests under natural condi-
tions of icing, can be attributed to two things. First is that
the physical characteristics of the conditions of ickg were
not known. Second is that in clear air, when caIculation
is relatively simple, there was a considerable discrepancy
between the temperature of the surface as calculated and
that observed. In some of the later teata of the C46

“airplane in conditions of icing, the physical characteristics
of these conditions have been measured. The results are
reported in reference 4.

The discrepancy betwea the calculated and observed
knperatures of the surface in clear air is ow@ to incor-
rectne= in the method of calculating the rate of transfer of
heat from the hot air to the inner surface of the wing. This
is shown by the measurements of the coefficient of transfer
recentIy made and reported in reference 5. The primary
concern of the present analysis is with the outer surface of
the wing. The difhdty with the interred coefficient of
transfer of heat has been avoided by using a value, to calcu-
late the temperature in conditions of icing, found to give
the correct temperature in clear air.

The analysis is conhed to one station of the outer wing of
the C46 airplanel and to the lovrer surface onIy. Surface-
type thermocouples were installed at this station for the
purpose of measuring, as nedy as po*ible, the actuaI tem-
perature of the outer surface of the wing.

The wing of the C-46 airplane is heated by air delivered _
from a D-shape duct in the nose to the space between the
Outer&U ~d a corrugated inner skin which extends approxi-.
mately to 10 percent chord. Details of the design may bo
found in reference 1.

The hot air, after discharge from the corrugations, flows
at rwndom through the interior of the wing. The indefinite-
ness of the flow, together with the complications introduced
by the structure of the wing, makes it impossible to extend
the analysis behind the position where the corrugations end.

The temperature of the surface of the wing has been eti-
culated by a step-by-step method.
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SYMBOLS

chord of wing, feet
specific heat of air, Btu per pound, ‘F
diameter of cylinder equivalent to leading edge, feet
ditlusivity of water vapor, feet squared per hour
vapor pressure, millimeters of mercury
coefficient of transfer of heat, Btu per hour, square

foot, 0F
rate of transfer of hemtper unit area, Btu per hour,

square foot
thermal conductivity of air, 33tu per hour, square

foot. 0 F ~er foot.-

[

H
coefficient of transfer of heat kb=

(P)’v%(%) 1
coefficient of evaporation of water

[

JJ7

‘“=(p) ’V(n,–n.O) 1
latent hetit of vaporization of water, Btu per pound
effective concentration of fkee water in cloud, pounds

per cubic foot
rate of catch of water per unit area, pounds per hour,

square foot
concentration of water vapor, pounds per pound of air
barometric pressure locaUy, millimeters of mercury
Pmndtl’s number (per/k)
distance from stagnation point measured over surface,

feet
temperature, 0F
Taylor’s number [P~D(p)’]
velocity in free stream, feet per hour
rate of weight flow of hot air per unit span, pounds

per hour, foot
rate of evaporation of water per unit area, pounds per

hour, square foot
percentage catch of water “-
viscosity of air, pounds per hour, foot
density of air, pounds per cubic foot

Subscripts
a hot air inside the wing
o ambient air at kinetic temperature
8 surface of wing

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

CLEAR AIR

In c~earair, the equation which gives the balance of the
flow of h;at to and from the surface is

A=(ta—t,)=ho(b-+o) (1)

The equation which gives the chmge in temperature of the
hot air t. as it flows over the inner surface is

At =_h=(t=–t,) As
a Wcp “ (2)

Values of t, and ta, which satisfy both equations, are found
by trial. These are the mean values for a strip of width A8in
a chordwise direction and unit length spanwise. Equation
(2) is inexact, since the air flowing through the space between
inner and outer skins receives heat through the back of the

corrugations from the air as it flows from the nmin duct [0
the cntqy to the corrugations. A more exact cquntion is

(3)

haOis the over-all coefilcicmtof transfer of hcul. from thc huL

air behind to the hot air within the corrugations and t., is
the temperature of the air before entering the corrugations.

In the present mmlysie,equation (2) has Lccn used through-
out.. A trial calculation has been made using cquntion (3);
the results of this calculation will bo discussed lntcr.

CONDITIONS OF ICING

The condition of icing with which the analysis is conccrncd
is from a cloud of supercooled droplets of wnim. In cons-
idering the effect of this condition on a heutcd surface, there
me three stages which arc dcpcmlcnt upon the aInount of
free water in the cloud. In the first, the droplets of wtitcr
are evaporated entirely by tho act.iou of kinetic hrtiting be-
fore they strike the surface. At tho limil. of this Stngc lhc
temperature of the heated surface hns dccrcruml from thaL
in clear air, at the same static tempemturc, ouly by the small
difference between the kinetic tempmturc in clear and in
wet air [reference 6). The reality of this effect and its sig-
nificance in reducing the severity of icing mny IN seen from
the data given in reference 4. In the second sli~gu,with thr
greater concentration of wrttcrthan in thv first, water reaches
the surface and is dissipated completely by cvaporution SQ
that the surface remains dry. This stngc is chnmctcrizcd
by a sharp reduction in temperature of lho surfam, since [he
heat of vaporization is being taken from the surfncc. Tlvr
limit of this condition is renched when the surface just LIc-
comes -wet,showing that the rate of evapom tion hns rcnclwti
a maximum, In the third stage, the condition of the surfticc
may be described as fully wel. Tbc second s[ogc is tmnsi-
tory, since only a very small qmmtity of water is mquirwi 10
wet the surface, as will be showu later. Tbe cquntious which
follow are for the third stnge when the surfaw is fully wut.

Equations of heat flow.-In conditions of ic’ing, droplets of
-water strike the surface in an area abut lhc stagna1ion
point. The rate of dissipation of heat from the m-w on
which the droplets strike is given by the cqun[ion

~=[it~CpM+k,(~) ’~’C,](t,-to) +Lk&I)’ ~“”(n,–n,) (4)

where CP=is the specific lwa~ of writer. This nssumcs that,
the temperature of the water caught is miscd from llmt of
the air to that of th~ surfQce. ThG lmnpvrfiturc of lhc air
t, is the kinetic tempemhuw in WA gir as deriwxl in r(f-
erence 4. The nondimensional coefllclient of tnm.sfcr of
heat khis used, sinw it is related to the cocfflcicnt of Waporn-
tion kw. It is related to the more familinr codlicient of
transfer ha by the equation

h.=kh(p)’~c, (5}

Equation (4) may be put into a form which is mow con-
venient for computtition by substitution from equation (5)
and rearrangement.
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Thus

[
Lkw(n,–ne}H=31c,=(t.–ta)+ h.(~s–~a) 1+~,c,(t,–t.) 1

Since
H=h.(f=–tg)

and
C9W=1

the bahmce of flow of heat to and from
by the equation

the surface is given

h.(t=–t,) = (M+lw) (tt–to) (6)

in which
*=1+zkw(7z.-?LJ

k,c,(t,–to] (7)

Equation (6) in conjunction with equation (2) is used to
caIculate the temperature of the surface on which the
droplets strike.

From the area behind that on which the droplets strke,
the dissipation of heat is given by equation (4) with M
omit ted, so that the equation corresponding to (6) is

h=(t=–t,) =h&r(t*-to) (8)

Tbe value of z in equations (6) and (8) may be found
from equation (7). It- is convenient to substitute vapor
pressure for mass concentration of wat@r from the equation

n= O.622:. Equation (7) then becomes

km(e,–eo) 0.622L—.
‘=l+Ti (t,–t.) p c,

The vapor pressures e, and eo are those at saturation at
temperatures G and tatrespectively. In the present calcula-
tion the ratio of kmto k~has been taken as unity so that the
equation becomes

X= 1+3.75 (e’—e”) pa(t,–t.) ‘p (9)

pa is standard barometric pressure at ground level (760-rmn
Hg) and p, the barometric pressure locally. vapor pressures
are in millimeters of mercury and temperatures in degrees
Fahrenheit.

In making a calculation of surface temperature it is con-
wmient, after the temperature of the air and the height have
been chosen, to prepare a table of values of x for the values
of t, likely to occur in the calculation. The .vahws used in
the calcuIations of this report are gi~en in table L The
values of z in this table show by how much from its due
in clear air the rate of transfer of heat is multiplied through
the ellect of evaporation of water.

TABLE 1.—VALUE OF r

t,-r F

1.61
Li6
z 12
9. M
2. Q7
3.37
a. 64
4.47

t.-32F
.

Coefficient of evaporation.—There is some uncertainty as
to the correct wdue of the ratio of k= to l-howing to unccr-
taintv in the value of the coefficient of diffusion of water
WLPO; in air. When the flow is laminar

pr 2/s

()2= Tr

When the flow is turbuIent, the ratio is
the value may be found by substitution

~(10)

more nearly unity;
in IM-nuin’s equa-

tion (reference 7). Taylor’s number Tr is the ratio of ‘the
difhsivity of momentum to that. of any substance or beat.
Prandtl’s number Pr is Taylor’s number in the particular
case of heat, when the dfiusivity is k/(p)’cP.

Yalues for the diffusivity of water %apor in air are few
and scattered. The most reIiable is considered JO be 0.22
centimeter squared per second at 0° C. (reference 8]. lYith
this value, equation (10) gi~ee kM/k*=1.12.

Furthermore, the due of kJk* may be found from the
standard psycbromet ric equation used in determining
humidity from vret- and dry-bulb temperatures. The
equation from which the extensi~e tables, prepared by the
Prussian SIeteorological Institute, are calculated is

e’=+ (f_~) 2-
755

(11)

in which t and t’are the tempmaturea of the dry- and wet-
bulb thermometers, respecti~-ely, in degrees centigrade; e is
the atmospheric water vapor pressure, and e’ is the satura-
tion vapor pressure at the temperature t’, in millimeters of
mercury. The origin of this equation, it-appears, is entirely
empiricrd. It may be derived quite simply by equating the
heat received by the wet bulb from the air by convection to
that lost by evaporation of water from the surface. Thus,

k,(p) ‘Vc,(t-t’) =Lkm(p)’ T“(e’– e) &

-wheret ancl t’ are in degrees Fahrenheit-. It’ appea~ from
equations (11) ancl (12) that the value of k~kh should be
0.98. It is probable that this -ralue is more reliable than
the ~alue of 1.12 given earlier, and in the circumstances, it
appears reasonable to take the value as 1 for the purpose of
evacuating r.

‘Rate of catch of water.—The value of Ml the rate at which
mater from the cloud strikes the leacling edge of the wing, is
calculated by the method given in reference 9. The wing
is considerwl as equivalent- to a cylinder having the same
radius as the radius of cur-iature of the leading edge. It is
necessary to assume a size of droplet in the cloud, since this
was not measured in the tests of the C-46 airplane. With
an assumed size of drop, the percentage catchy is found from
figure 1 of reference 9. The total rate of catch per foot
span is

.
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The value of (m)’, the effective concentration of water in
pounds per cubic foot, is found by deducting the amount of
water evaporated by kinetic heating from the concentration
specified for the particular conditions of icing. The method
of ca.lculati~~this is shown by the example given inreference 4.

The convention adopted with regard to the distribution of
the catch of water on the surface of the wing is to assume
that the water is caught in the area between s/c=+ 1.25
percent, and that it is equally distributed over this area
except at the stagnation ptiint.-
rate of catch, it is assumecl, is

M=+o

At the stagnation point, the
given by the equation

(m)’V (13)

Between s&=O and s/c= 1.25 percent on either the upper or
the lower surface of the wing, the rate of catch for unit span
is given by

y 1.26 (m)’Vd—— _
100 100 2 c

There is an important qualification which must be made
to the method of, calculating the rate of catch of water. In
calculating the effective concentration of free water, it is
assumed that the droplets respond fuUy to the change in
temperature produced by kinetic heating as they approach
the surface. This is consistent with the limited observations
which have been made on th~ C-46 airplane. If, however,
the droplets are large and the speed of fhght is high, the
droplets may not respond fully to the effect of kinetic heating.
In consequence, the effective concentration of free water will
be greater than that calculated. The response will depend
on the qize of wing as weIl as on the size of droplet. The
extent to which the severity of icing may be reduced by the
tiect of kinetic heating at high speeds is not known.

Blow-off of water,—It is evident from equation (8) that no
account has been taken of the heat carried by water from
the area of catch to the surface behind this area. The reason
for the omission is that the water runa back in large drops
which cover only a very small area of the surface, and which
are blown off the surface early in their travel.

As far a-scan be judged by eye, the water which strikes the

surface collects near the stagnation point until a condition
of instability ia reached, when a portion of it is blown back
as a large drop. This tends to lift from the surface, since its
path is curved. It is restrtied from lifting by the surface
tension of the water, and is subject to deformation by the
force of the air. It is probable, under the influence of these
forces, that a second state of instability is reached; this
results in the disruption of tLIe drop and its dispersal into
the air, except for a small residue of water. This residue
which continues to flow back over the surface as a small drop,
must be dispemed by evaporation before its temperature
f& to 32° F, if the formation of ice is to be avoided,

Rate of evaporation.-The calculation of the rate of
evaporation of water from the surface, when the surface is
campIeteIy wetted, presents no difficulty. The rate of
evaporation is given either by the equation

W=kw(p)’v(n,-n.) (14)

or by the equation

w+’ (z–l) (t,–t,) (15)

When the surface is just wet, the condition rcachcd aL
the termination of st:nge2, tho vtduc of ilf in cquRtion (6)
is equfil to that of ~“. In this state, the vahm of t,, which

must be such as to satisfy this identity, can be foun~ by

trial.
Behind the point at which water is Mown off the surface,

there i? a formidable ch.ffictdty. If it is assurmd, as StNLcd
in the preceding section, that tho reeiduc of water is die-
persed by evaporation, then the surface must bc lmrtially
wetted only. This requires that equation (8) nmst br
modified to suit this condition. This is not possible wilhout
knowing the degree of wetness of tho surface, A1tcrnativclY,
if it is assu.mcdtlmt sufficient water is crirricd Lo the surfww
through the boundary la~er to sutisfy the rcquircmenL of
fulI evaporation, thereby making equation (8) valid, then
the residue of water wilI not cwaporak. Thu absence of ice
from runlmck, in many of the tests of thu GM airplanc in
conditions of icing, suggests t.htitevaporation must occur.
It is evident that a detailed investigation is m?ccssnrybefore
an analysis can be made of the imporhml proms by which
water Ieaves the surface of the wing. In the amdysk 01

this report it is assumed that the surface is fully wct[ed.

DATA AND CONDITIONS FOR CALCULATIONS

EXTERNAL COEFFIUZNTS OF TRANSFER OF liEAT

The valuw, used in the tinrdysis, of thu cocfflcicnL of
transfer of heat lb from the outwr surfaco of tho wing arc
those calculated by Squire (reference 10) for an NACA
2415 airfoil section at a vtihw of (?L cqual to 0.24. These
have been used in preference to tbc values, calculntwl from
measurements of distribution of pressure, whirh were used
in the design of the tkrmal system of tho C--46 airp]n]]o
(reference 11) for the following reasons:

1. Squire has made caIcuIations, for Lo[h the Iaminar
and the turbulent regions of the boundary layer, and it has
beeu necessary to extend the unalysis into the turbulent
region.

2. The method of calculating coefficients of. hmsfer from
distribution of pressure, given in refcrcmcc 12, is only for
the huninar region. In the immediate vicinity of llN! s[ug-

nation point, the method gives coefficients of transfw COII-

siderably in excess, it Rppems, of thoso which oct ually o b-

tain. This is evident from calculut.ionof the cocffkirnls for
a cylinder, equivalent to the leading edge of the wing, horn
the equation given in reference 13. Squire’s calculnliwl
gives values which nro consistent,with tboso for the cylindrrj
emept for the small cliscrepnncywhich is noted in his rqx)rt..

3. The Mum of tlm coefhicnt used in the analysis for tlw
Iarninar region, for s/c=o.02 and behind this posilion, nro
ody 4 percent less than those calculated by the method of
refe$ence 12. The values calculated by the method of
reference 12 were determined from pressures mmsurvd in
flight at station 157 on the outer wing of the C--4tlair~)lnnc.
This station is 2 inches inboard of station I59, the shdion
at which the temperatures were measurwl and calcuktcd.
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The values of h., used in the anrdysis, are plotted in figure
1. The form of the transition from the laminar to the turbu-
lent regime which is shown in this @e is entirely arbitrmy.
It is known that transition, when it occurs in a forward
position on a wing, -wilInot be abrupt. The precise shape
of the curve of transition is indeterminate.

sjc, pefcenf (fewer surfuce)

FIGGEE1.—Coe5cids d ha Wer, outerstufnmofdog otstathn159, C+ ah@ane

INTERNAL COEFFICIENTS OF TRAWIFER

The value, used in the analysis, for the co~cient of
transfer of heat h=to the inner surface of the w~u has been
deduced from the actual temperature of the surface, in clear
air, measured in fight. Trial calculations were made, using
equations (1) and (2) with the dues of h, from figure 1,
to find the value of ha -whichgave wlues of t, in agreement

with those measured. It was found that a value of 21 Btu
per hour, square foot, 0 F for h., constant for the whole
extent of the double skin, appeared to be the most satisfac-
tory. This -due has been used for all other calculations.

The use of a due of ha which is con.dant, irrespective of
distance from entry to the corrugations, is at variance with
the results of measurements given in reference. 5. These

measurements show that from entry the coefficient of transfer
falk to a steady value, when, it appears, a condition of
nornd “pipe flow” is reached. This is described as the
twminal value, and occurs at about 15 inches from entry to
the corrugations. The mdue for the first 10 inches @m
entry is nearly constant, and is double the terminal value.
The measurements were made on a amd panel in the
laborato~, and, as is remarked in the report, the results are
not necessarily typical. They will depend on the character
of the flow of air both over the back of the corrugations and
at entry to the “xmwgations.

In the case of the wing of the C46 airplane, the
comta.ncy in value of & may appear as a result of defi-

ciencies in the method of calculation. At about the position
when the reduction in ~alue should be apparent (s/c= 7
percent), there is an input of heat by direct conduction to
the surface from the baffle which forms the rear wall of the
Dduct. This has been omitted from the calculation. Att
about the same position there is transition, it appears, from
kmi.nar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer on the outer
surface of the wing. The uncertainty as to the form of
transition, discussed in the previous section, makes the value
of h. equally uncertain in this zone.

It is d@cult to beLieve that the -due of h., in the case
of the C%t6 wing, realIy is constant. The agreement,
thqrefore, between the terrnimd value, 19.5 Btu per hour,
square foot, 0 F, calculated from the data of reference
5, and the -due used in the calculations must be regarded
as fortuitous.

DIMENSIONS AXD CONDITIONS

The temperature of, the surface of the wing htisbeen calcu-
lated only for statiop 159 on the outer V@ of the G46
airpkme. The chord at this station is 13.2 feet. The diameter
of the equivalent cylinder, used for cdculat ~m the rate of
catch of water, is 0.72 foot. It has been assumed that the
stagnation point is coincident with the point at -which the
reference chord cuts the leading edge. The calctiations .
have been made taking increments of surface 2X percent
chord wide, except at the leading edge in conditions of icing,
when the width vias reduced to 1}4percent chord. The area
of surface for a span of 1 foot corresponding to Z%percent
chord is 0.33 square foot.

AX calculations have been made for a height of 4000 feet
and a true speed of 180 miles per hour. This speed, in the
C46 airplane, is typical of normal cruise, at 1900 revolu-
tions per minute, at this height. The vilues of h,, the ex-
ternal coefficients of transfer in figure 1, are for this height
and speed and for an air temperature of 26° F.

The rate of flow of hot air to the outer w@, on the a-rer-
age, is 6000 pounds per hour while cruising at a pressure

altitude of 4000 feet. This value has been used in all cal-
culations irrespective of the temperate of the air. The
corresponding ~aiue of u’, the rate of flow per foot span, is
84 pmmds per hour. This is found, from the totaI area of
cross section of the corrugations inchding the passages in
the wing tip, by calculating the average rate of flow for one
corrugation and multiplying by 1Z since there are lZ corru-

gations per foot span.
---
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Calculations for clear air hwc been made in terms of
t,—t,, the elevation in temperature of the surface above the
kinetic temperature of the air. The value of t= at entry to
the corrugations has been taken as to+ 197° F which is
consistent with the hnited data for this condition.

Calculations for conditions of icing have been made for fin
air temperature (static) of O” F and also a temperature of
28.50 F. The. concentration of free watm, for both temper-
atures, has been taken as 1.2 grams per cubic meter, and the
size of droplet in the cloud as 10 microns diameter.z The
calculations for 28.5° F were made to compare with a set of
measurements taken in flight, so that for the temperature
of the hot air at entry to the corrugations the measured value
was used, namely, 2360 l?. For the calculations at 0° F, the
temperature of the hot air at this point was taken as to+2170
F. This is the average value for station 159, from the rec-
ords of 18 tests under conditions of icing. The discrepancy
between this value and the value used in the calculations for
clear air is owing to the Iimited data from which the latter
was taken, There is a random variation of some 20° F
in the temperature of the hot air.

In order to show in simple graphical form the e.tlect of
change in tho concentration of free water, the temperature
of the surface at the leading edge (sIc= O) has been calcu-
la.ted for a range of concentrations, both for air at 290 F
and 00 F. These calculations have been extended to find
the temperature of the air at the limit of protection against
ice, namely, whe!~ f, is 320 F. An effective concentration
of free watm of 0.5 gram per cubic meter has been assumed.
For these calculations the value of t= has been taken as
tO+2170 F.

In all the calculations for conditions of icing, it has been
assumed that the kinetic temperature is that in wet air, and
that full saturation of the air is maintained to the surface of
the wing.

EXPERIMENTALDATA

‘ The e..perimcnhd clata consist of the temperature of the
surface both of tho wing and of the air, as measured in
flight, and, in conditions of icing, the concentration of free
water present in the cloud.

The measurement of concentration of free water in the
cloud is the subject of a separate report (reference 4), which
deals also with the measurement of the temperature of the
air. The data of this report were taken”in t%ts of the C-46
airpl~ne in conditions of icing. These data have been used
as necessary in the calculations of the present report.

The temperature of the surface of the wing was measured
by a special type of thermocouple, This is a constantan-
manganin couple ro~ed into a ribbon about 0.001 inch thick.
This is cemented by ceh.dose lacquer to an undercoat of
paint, with the ribbon running spanwise rdong the wing. By
applying the finishing coat rind rubb~& down, the thermo-
couple is embedded just below the external surface of the
paint with no deformation in the smootbmss of the surface.
‘llesc special thermocouples were installed only at station
159 on the undersurface of the wing of the C-46 airplane.

*1mkronean.ds10+meter.

The electrical potent.inl at the thcrmocoup]c wns nmnsurud
with a potentiometer.

The general data taken in thti tests of tl.wC%HIairplane
are given in reference 14. Information with rcgmd to tlw
tiect of change in altitude or in engine power, and the
method of measuring the rat~ of flow of hot air to tho wing
is given in this reference.

The analysis is based on the temperatures of Lhosurfaco
of the wing measured in clear air. It is a matter of inlport-
ance, therefore, that theec timpmatures should IJCaccurnto
and strictly represeritativc of the condition of tho uirphmc
at the period when observatioue, ngainst which lho rmalysie
is checked, were made in conditions of icing. It is -im-
portant that the temperature of tho surface should not bc
influenced by an input of heat from solnr radiation. The
values of t, are taken from t.ho curvo in figure 2 in which

S/c,percen{ (/owerSffffuce)

FIGURE2.—Ms&sured tem~tures at wingstMon159duringfl!ghtInC-S ahIhIs&

measured values - nre plotted, As }rill bo noticed, tho
measurements were taken both in clenr air nrtdin mihl con-
ditions of icing; this will bc referred to later.

For renditions of icing, the data sclcctMI nre thoso taken
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at 3:25 hours on fhght 65 (reference 4). complete data for
this flight are not presented in reference 14. This set is
regarded as the best complete data available, and is believed
to be representative.

RESULTS

The values crdculateclfor the temperature both of the sur-
face of the wing and of the hot air inside the wing are shown
in figures 3 to 6. Jleasured values me shown as points on
figures 3 and 4. There are no measured vahms for the con-
dition of icing at 0° F.

Lm=m=Rz”o
Oj x = Averuge of meusured values from figure 2

/8
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8/c, p&7Ce~f [i”h57SW%7ce?

Fmm s.–Cd@t@ temperaturesfnckuralrforwingstation1E6’of theC4 MrPInn&

The calculations for @ures 3 and 4 have been made for
htminar flow to @= 12}f percent, anti also on the assumption
that transition occurred at the position wbieh gives the best
agrment with the run of measured dues. It has been
assumed that transition starts at s/c=7 percent and takes the
form shown in figure 1. This form of transition has also been
assumed in the calculations for icing at 0° F (fig. 5) and in
calculating the rate of evaporation from the surface given in
table II.

TABLE IL—RATE OF EI’A..PORATIOX FROM SURFACE OF
WING AT STATION 159 FOR l-FOOT SPAIN

~:=4_3__l_
a-l!4._-...–._-____-
1~-2K -----------

Tc4alC-lZH.-_-––-—_ --l L2Z I I-67

’30

I

FmrBE4.-CW?uMed b?m-tures h k@ at%.& R L2sam9 per cubtcmeteGlMIIlmcm
droplet,forwingstntion l!Ll M tbe C-M .91rp19ne.

The temperature of the leading edge (s/c= O), calculated
for a range of conditions from dry air to a concentration of
free water of 4 grams per cubic meter, is shovm in figure 6.
The calctiated values may be compared, in a generaI way,
with tl e measured values given in table I of reference 4.

The Iimit of protection against ice occurs when the tem-
perature of the surface faIIs to 32° F. It is calculated that
this condition is reached at the leading edge of wing station
159 on the C-46 airplane at an air temperature of —52° F
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FIGURE&—CakaIntwl tem~mturee!nfdnsat~ F; 1.2gram parcabic.meku’;10-micron
droplet,forWIIMstetfonMMd theC-46drplane.

(static). This is for the wing just wet. With an effective
concentration of water of 0.5 gram per cubic mete-rand 10-
micron droplets, the air temperature at the limit is —44° 1?
(static).

DIS~USSION

The agreement between the measured and predicted tem-
peratures of the surface in conditions of icing, as shown in
figure 4, is satisfactory. At the leading edge some difference
in value might be ttnticipated, both from the uncertainty in
the actmd rate of catch of water and from the thermal re-
sistance of the water on the surface. The effect of the latter
might be large. The rate of flow of heat through the sur-
face at the leading edge in conditions of icing at 28.5° F is
3,34o Btu per hour, square foot. At this rate, the dif-
ference in temperature across a stagnant film of water is
0.80 F per thousandth of an inch thickness.

Behind the leading edge, the agreement, in conditions of
icing, is better than might be anticipated from the divergence
in clear air, between the calculated and observed tempera-

tures. This divergence, it is l.wlievcd, is caused primnrily
by inexactness in the method of calculating the rate of
transfer of heat to the inner surface of tlm wing. Outside
the wing, the uncertainty as to tho truo position of tho s@g-
nation point is not such w to explain the divergence.

The rate of flow of heat to the inner surface can bc calcu-
lated with greater exactitudc by tho usc of equation (3),
which takes account of the heat transfcrrccl through the buck
of the corrugations. A trial calculation for clear air, using

equation (3), showed an incrcasc in value of t, of 30 F at
8/c=6 percent, The value chosen for h-,, tho over-all co-
efficient of transfer, was 4 Btu pcr hour, squma foot, “F.
This is appropriate to a uniform flow of air in the gap hc-
tween the back of the corrugations and tho wall of the main
duct, but the value probably is too 10W. The air flows from
the main duct in the form of a jet, and tho cocffiricnt of
transfer appropriate to this condition can only be guessed.
It appears that heat is transferred ahio by direct conduction
from the baffle which forms the rear wrdl of the mrtinduct.
This also is indeterminate.
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The three stages in condition of the outer surface referred
to previously are shovrn clearly in I&we 6. In stage 1, the
small change in temperature is o-ivingto the change. in tem-
perature rise from kinetic heating from that in dry air to that
in wet air. The extent of stage 1 is determined both by the
intensity of kinetic heating and, therefore, by speed of flight,
and by the temperature of the air in its effect on the vapor
pressure of water at saturation. The reality of stage 1 is
shown by the identity of temperatures, measured both in
clear air and in conditions of ic”~, shown in fiewe 2. It is
shown also by the observations both of temperature of the
sudace and of concentration of water which me recorded in
table I of reference 4. In stage 2 the temperature of the
surface falls rapidly o- to the effect of evaporation of
water from the surface until, at the commencement of stage
3, a condition of full evaporation is reached. The ~~tent of
stage 2, in terms of concentration of free water, depends
upon the efficiency of catch of water. For the sizes of droplet
assumed, 10 microns and 40 microns diameter, the efficiencies
of catch are 26 percent and 75 percent, respectively, on the
cyIinder equivalent to the leading edge of the wing.

The effect of change in size of droplet may not, in fact., be
quite as shown in figure 6. The assumption that drop~etsas
kmgeM 40 microns respond fully to the effect of kinetic hent-
ing may be incorrect. If so, stage 1 vi-illbe terminated at a
concentration of water below that shown.

When the concentration of free water is high, it is etident
that the greater part of the water which strikes the wing must
be blown off, since the amount dissipated by evaporation is
comparati-dy small. In air at 28.5° F, for instance, the
rate of catch per foot of span for 10-micron droplets and a
concentration of 2 grams per cubic meter is 14.4 pounds per
hour. Of this, as shown in tabIe II, 1.6 pounds per hom is
dissipated by evaporation from the lower surface.

Severe conditions of icing, for the thermaI system of
protection, are a combination of low temperature of the air
and a high concentration of mater in the cloud together tith
B large size of droplet. In flying in severe conditions, the
magnitude of the change in temperature of the surface from
that in stage 3 to that in stage 1 is of considerable practical
significance. Typically, in conditions of icing, there is
variation in density of the cloud. This, it appears, often
is sufficient to cause transition momentmily from stage 3 to
st~~e 1, thus detaching ice which has formed from runback
of water.

Ice will not forin on theleading edge, it ispredicted, untd the
temperature of the air is below —40° F. At a temperature
of 0° F, as is shown in figure 5, ice fmm runback -iviUform
at s/c= 12 percent, and thie has been observed to occur in
flight. It is more prejudicial to the aerodynamic efficiency
of the wing that a ridge of ice shouId form on the surface
behind the leading edge than on the leading edge itself
It may be advantageous, therefore, to change the distribu-
tion of heat so as to favor the former position at the expense
of the latter. The advantage of directing some of the hot
air from the main duct to the surface behind the leading
edge is shown by the t~te, on a model scale, described in
reference 3.

The effect of change in the rate of catch of water on the
temperature of the surface behind the area of catch is mail.
For most purposes it is snfticient to ctdculate the tempera-
ture of the surface for the fully wet condition, and to make
a separate calculation for the twnperature of the leading edge
for different concentrations of free water.

The position at which transition occurs in the boundary
layer of the outer surface of the wing is the same, so far as
can be ascertained, in conditions of icing as in clear air. In
the case of this particular vring, transition occurs s& f&-
forward that the roughening effect of the drops of water on
the surface is unIikely to be appreciable. The effect on an “-
airfoi.I of the laminar-flow type requires investigateion. ‘

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the temperature of the surface of
the wing in conditions of icing can be predicted with con-
siderable exactit,udefrom the temperatures measured in clear
air. It is poasible, therefore, to calculate the thermrdrequire-
ments of a -wingwhich is subject to conditions of icing, if the
coefficients of transfer of heat, bth to the inner surface and
from the outer surface in clear air, are know-n. For the
outer surface, there is little doubt as to the correctness of
the method by which the mdues of the coficients of trans-
fer are calculated. The uncertainty- are the Iocation of the .-.
point of transition and’ the form of the curve of transition
from laminar to turbulent flow. There is, as well, the un-
certainty as to the effect-,on transition, of water on the sur-
face. The rate of transfer of heat from the hot air to the
inner surface cannot at present be calculated with any con-
fidence. There is need for systematic experiment to estab-
lish the funds.mental data required.

The analysis of this report is incomplete, since the point at
which water is blown off tie wing cannot be predicted, and,
behind this point-, the heat required to prevent ice is not
known. In these circumstances it is not possible to find
how far back from the leading edge the double skin shouId be
carried. The optimum distribution of heat also is uncetihfi~ ‘—
Again, there is need for systematic experiment.

The lack of knowledge as to the physicaI characteristics or
se-rereconditions of icing, as they occur in nature, is a severe
handicap. With this knowledge, the specification for the
design of thermal systems of protection can be given in terms
of detite conditions of icing.
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